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The nucleic acids, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and
ribonucleic acid (RNA), are common to all living
organisms. It is the DNA within a person's genes that
holds the unique blueprint necessary for that person's
growth, differentiation, development, and reproduction. Consideration of the so called "central dogma" of
molecular biology-that is, the smission of
information from DNA to RNA to protein (fig 1)shows why this is so. DNA sequences (genes) encode
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proteins and therefore ultimately determine the
essential functions of each cell as well as the specific
functions that are characteristic of each cell type.
Changes in function due to mutations carried in
the gernline DNA represent the molecular basis
for inherited diseases such as sickle cell disease,
phenylketonuria, and Duchenne type muscular
dystrophy"' whereas somatic cell mutations can cause
changes in cellular function which may lead to certain
types of cance.4
The ability to isolate and clone specific DNA
molecules has brought about a revolution in medical
genetics, cell and molecular biology, and biochemistry
in the past 15 vears. These cloned DNA molecules can
be used as probes to detect mutations and polymorphisms associated with diseses and unequivocally
to determine family pedigrees by Southern blotting
and hybridisation methods." They are also usful in
studying tissue specific genes and temporal expression
of selected genes by northern blotting and in identifying factors that regulate gene expression. Sequencing
DNA can disclose the primary structure of the protein
that it encodes and has given new insights into the
relation, function, and evolution of numerous genes
and proteins. Similarly, the introduction and expression of cloned genes in suitable host cells or animals
(transgenicanimals) hashelped toestablish the function
of protemi products that may otherwise be unsuitable
for classical biochemical studies because of their low
abundance or stability.
DNA cloning has touched, or has the potential for
touching, ahnost every aspect of biology and medicine.
This article aims at outlining the principles of DNA
cloning, and more detailed accounts of the prmiciples
and practice of DNA cloning can be found elsewhere. 8 4
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Wfafls DNA d?no' ;
Cloning is the method whereby individual DNA
molecules can be faithfully copied in vivo to produce
numerous identical molecules or clones. The DNA
molecule con
the sequence of interest can hbe
isolated from a mixture and propagated in a suitable
host cell. This yields a limitlss supply of this molecule
andenables thegene or genes tained within it orany
proteim product to be studied. The universality of
DNA as the gentic
l (except m retrovnuses,

A general strategy for DNA clonng is outled m
figure 2. Linear DNA molecules from-a suitable source
are mixed with vector DNA and joined together
(ligated) with a specific enzyme (DNA ligase). This
procedure geates a library of recombinant DNA
molecules. Recombinant simply means that DNA
from one source has been joined to DNA from another
source. The vector contais DNA sequences that
enable it and the accompanying DNA to be copied
(replicated) after enteringasuitablehost cell. The most
common host cell is a laboratory (non-pathogenic)
strai of the gut bacterium Eschescha coli, although
bakers' yeast (Saccharomyces ceresuae) and other
niicro-organisms are also used. The host cell provides
the enzymatic machinery necessary for generating
copies of the recombinant DNA molecule. Vectors are
usually either plasmids (circular DNA molecules that
can replicate mdependently of tie bacterial chromosome and subsequently can be present in many copies
in each cell) or bacteriophages, which are essentially
bacterial viruses.
Host cells, each containg a single representative
from the lbary of recombiants, are grown and
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FIG 2-Generl strategy for DNA comng (with plasnid vector).
Linear fragmets of DNA for clng (udaly produced by d*gestion
wih restrction enzymes) are joid o vecor DNA molecules m vstro
with the enzvua DNA ligase. As she vecor is.a plasmid the resudtisg
recombinant DNA moleculesare circular. Plamids contan4an orgm
ofreplication %vhichallows An n b copiedv Ahe'ost cell
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Principles of DNA cloning

RESTRICTION ENZYMES

tool for DNA cloning
Probably the most
are restrction enzymes, which recognise specific DNA
sequences and cut the DNA within or near the
Restriction enzyme
cleavage sites

recogntion site. For mpe, the enzyme EcoRl,
isolated fiom a stain of E ccli, recognises the sequence

1

GAA'TrC - 3'
3' CTTlAAG - 5'

5' -

-

and cuts the molecule as indited by the arrows. A
large series of such enzymes is available, and they
recognise well over 100 dferent target sites. DNA
by many of these enzymes has short, overhanging,
single s d DNA ends called cohesive termmi or
"sticky ends." Thus DNA cut with EcoRl has the
following sticky eds:
andAATTC-3'
5'-G
G-5'.
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Only a small poportion of the total amount of DNA
codes for protes, partly because of intervening
sequences (introns) interspersed within the coding
sequences(exms) of genes (fig 1). Aftergenetranscrption and RNA processing, however, all of the infor
tion required to code for proteins resides in the
messenge RNA. To make this information accessible
DNA copies of the messenger RNA can be made in
vitro and cloned. A library of thee copied molecules of
complementary DNA reflects the

variety

and number

RNAs present in the starting populatio
ofthecels understudy.ThesourceofmessengerRNA
used to produce a complemntary DNA hlbrary is
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multiplied on a plates. Plasmid vectors containig a
gene that encodes a protein that confers antibiotic
resstance are used so that E coli host cells are grown as
colonies on a selective meum (a medium containing
antibiotic). On the o hand, bacteriohage infection
produces cleans (plaques) in a lawn of bacterial host
cells as the virus reproduces, lyses the cell, and infects
surrounding cels.
Each bacterial colony or bacteriophage plaque
contains many thousands of copies of a single recombinant DNA molecule. When the bacterial cell that
cains the loned DNA of interest has been selected
by one or more of the procedures described in more
detail below, it can be grown, and large quatt
(amounts m abeinm gor mg) can be solatfairiy
easily. This DNA can be used directly for experim ts.
More commonly it is transferred (subckoed) into other
for a special purpose,
vectors that have been d
such as DNA sequ ing or production of DNA
probes.

always get as far as the 5' end of the messenger RNA
before dropping off. Several move onplex procedures
have beendevised tomaximise-thechanceofgeratng
full length complementary DNAs that bet reflect
the original messenger RNA.8
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of a membrane support bearing recombinant DNA fromn bacterophage plaques
which has been hybridised to a DNA probe. Dark spots are "positive" clones (containin the target DNA
sequence); light spots are "negative" clones (contaning unrelated DNA sequences)
FIG 5 -A utoradiograph

cloning all information as to the order of the DNA
pieces is lost (fig 3). The usual procedure to circumvent
this problem is to cut the DNA partialy (randomly but
not at every site) with an enzyme that has a lage
nuomber of recognition sites within the DNA. For

etAple,
Dthe enzyme Sau3A recogises the tetranucleotide sequence
GATC
CTAG
and so on average will cut the DNA every 256 base
pairs. The partially cut DNA is fractionated by siz
with agarose gel electrophoresis,'0 and famns of a
suitable size are isolated and cloned by the strategy
shown in figure 2. With this procedure the genomic
library will be made up of clones that contain DNA
that overlaps with other clones within the library. This
is important for ordering the isolated clones and
generating a physical restriction map of the DNA of
interest (fig 3).
BUILDING A LIBRARY OF COMPLEMENTARY DNA

enta
The construction of a brary of c m
DNA requires generating a double stranded complementary DNA molecule from sngle stranded messenger RNA before the cloning step. A general procedure
for generating complementary DNA
is
outlined in figure 4. All, or almost al, eui:ikaryotic
messenger RNAs have a tail of adenosine molecules
(poly-A tail) at their 3' end. An oligo-dT primer (a
short synthetic single stranded DNA molecule made
up solely of thymine residus) is base paired to this tafl
and is used to initiate synthesis ofthe first DNA strand.
An enzyme, reverse transcriptase, isltdfrom cells
infected with a retrovirus, can synthesise a single
strand DNA copy of the RNA using deoxynucleotides.
Alkaline hydrolysis removes the RNA.from these
hybrid DNA-RNA duplex molecules. The 5' end of
the first DNA strand can initiate synthesis of its own
second strand, and the enzyme DNA polymerxase
carries out this reaction. SI-nuclease digests the small
loop of DNA present after this procedure and leaves a
blunt ended complentary DNA molecule with no
shtcky ends. Lastly, short synthetc "hlnker" DNA

A library of orecmbinant DNA molecules may
contain many tens of thou s of distinct lones, but
only a few of these zlanes may zontain the sequence of
interest. All sequences of genc DNA shoukI be
represented equally within the library. En complementary DNA librwies there will be more dones
corresponding to abmcant mes-- RA aid
fewer clones for -ra messener NAS. Either way,
res are uired to
powerful identiion
isolate the desied -clone.
SCREENING WITH DNA-0DNA RIYBRIDISAITON

One of the mot widespreadmethods for seing a
c IDNA d complementary
clone from both
DNA libraries useIYNA-DNA ihybrdisation (fig 5).
Bacterial colonies orctio
epThque conaining
the recombinant DNA -mo
aregrown on ar or
bacterial lawns Tespectively, -and INA. is trans
from these clones to -a -membre nitroellulose or
nylon filter) to providea-replica. ThD1NAis4enatured
to form single stands on -the mmbrane, and then a
radioactively lablled probe of singlt s rndei DNA,
specifically designed to identify-thedoneofinterest, is
hybridised to the DNA on the e;brane. The base
pairs of the probe wil match only -thse of the relevant
clone so that its location
be dedced by toraioeto detct the hybridisaion
graphy of the
signal. Alignt of the membrane replica with the
original agar plateellowsthe plaqe r colony co ing the DNA of interest tobe i:detifedL The clone can
wnto-provideanunlimited
be isolated, purified
supply of DNA.
Synthetic sige strandedIA o es( cleotides) of known sequence provid a god way of
selectin a clone encodingaprotein for which there is
This is becauseif
some amino acid sequencea
the amino acid sequence is 'known. it is posible to
predict the DNA sequences that will code for it. As
most amino acids areencoded iby -more than one baSe
triplet (codon) a mixture of oligoaucleoaids is often
used (figure 6).
An ahnaveoach xmi*gIENA probesisto go
between species -to find equivaleni
Equivalent
genes between, for re,at aid man commoniy
have more than 60% identical -nieotid sequences,
which can, dr suitable o ons, permit base

pairing betweenDNA-s.fEm crat ecanbeusedas
hybridisaion esfor ilatingiuman genes,
ANTIBODY SCREENING

A selecion tategy that is suta,ie for use only wih
comp entary -NA l
s that of antbody
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ready for cloning by ligating into a vector cut with the
same restriction enzyme.
acid quence nfo onf desigin ol
eotide
Synthesis of complementary DNAs by this pro- FIG 6-Aminobase
One
viplet (codon) encodes tie amino acids e
cedure does not always ensure the generation of a full probes.
(Met) and tryptophan (Tsp), two encode 4utmae (GCu) and lyme
size complementary copy of the messenger RNA. This (Lys), four encode -gycine
(GOy), nd six Lecode sim (S'er); hdis 96
is because the reverse transcriptase enzyme does not possible oligonucleoaes could encode this squence of six amino acids
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SELECTING THE REQUIRED RECOMBINANT DNA CLONE

OTHER METHODS OF SELECTION

Several other metiods of selection have been developed which rely on a series of other biochenical and
genetic criteria. Most DNA sequences can be cloed
and isolated given enough ingenuity, time, and luck.

Cloned DNA sequences provide the tools by which
many biological processes can be studied, and our
understanding of cell and molecular biology has
expanded enormously by their use. Expression of
cloned genes has allowed many different pharmacactive proteins-for example, insuln, growth
hormone, and factor VIII- to be produced on a scale
and to a purity not seen before. Recombinant DNA
technology will become more important pharmaceutically as new.therapeutic protem and peptide molecules
are made available.
1022
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Numerous inherited diseases are due to defects in
one or more genes: Huntington's chorea, Becker's and
. - .|
}
.+..e*i
Iezt@%wfe+zr*
Duchenne muscular dystrophies, haemophilia A and
B, sickle cell disease, cystic fibrosis, a and 13 thalassaemias, a1-antitrypsin deficiency, phenylketonuria,
Ashkenazi Tay-Sachs disease, and many more. For
some of these the genes have been cloned and the
changes in nucleotide sequence giving rise to the defect
have been determined. In some-for example, sickle
cell disease and aI-antitrypsin deficiency-the nucleotide change is in the coding region and gives rise to a
protein (13 globin chairn and al-antitrypsin, respectively) that does not function properly owing to the
incorporation of an incorrect amino acid. In others,
such as some forms of phenylketonuria and Ashkenazi
Tay-Sachs disease, the mutation affects the processing
FIG 7 -Recombinant DNA librari'es can be made in which comple- of the pre-messenger RNA so that properly spliced
mentary DNA is fused to the lacZ gene of E coli, which encodes the messenger RNA is not produced and an abnormal
enzymne fi-galacsosdase. The hybrid genes can be transcribed and protein product, or none, is generated. Deletions of
translated in E coli to form a fussion protein pardy of 0-galactosidase different sized parts of the dystrophin gene give rise to
and partly of prowein encoded by compenway DNA. The fiusion incorrect protein products and result in
Duchenne and
protns are immbilied on to membrane supports and radioactively
labelled antibodv (against the protein for which the complemtentary Becker's muscular dystrophies.
DNA is required) i's used as a probe
The use of cloned DNA probes in medical genetics
permits prenatal and presymptomatic diagnosis of
screening. The principle of antibody screening is many inherited diseases. Diagnosis is most accurate
outlined in figure 7. It relies on the complementary when the nucleotide sequence changes causing the
DNA library being constructed in a special vector that defect are known. Recent technical advances have led
generates a hybrid between the bacterial gene and the to the development of a method, the polymerase chain
complementary DNA, which is expressed and results reaction,'2 that allows very small amounts of specific
in the production of a fusion protein, part of which is target DNA (such as genomic DNA isolated from
encoded by the bacterial gene and part by the comple- blood samples and blood stains, mouth washes, or
mentary DNA. Fusion proteins generated by the semen samples) to be amplified millions of times in
bacterial colonies are immobilised on to a membrane in vitro. Amplification of, for example, the ,3 globin gene
much the same way as for DNA, and the membranes followed by DNA sequencing or restriction enzyme
are probed with radioactive antibodies directed towards analysis would determine whether a person's genes
the protein of interest. Clones containing complemen- carry the mutation for sickle cell disease,'3 and the
tary DNAs encoding the protein will produce a fusion method can be applied to many other diseases. Changes
protein that will be able to crossreact with the specific in the structure and sequence of DNA within somatic
cells that occur during oncogenesis (the activation,
antibody and thus give a signal on autoradiography.
through mutation, ofcertain oncogenes) can be studied
much more readily with this powerful new procedure.
COMPLEMENTATION
Complenentation as a means of selection requires Because DNA can be amplified from minute quantities
the expression of a complementary DNA sequence to of starting material, it may also be possible to screen
give a functional (protein) product. This is because the embryos produced by in vitro fertilisation before
host cel chosen is defective in the particular function implantation, using DNA from a single cell.
Cloning of the gene responsible for an inherited
of interest -that is, it contains a mutation in the gene
encoding the function. Thus growth of the host cell disease such as cystic fibrosis,'4 in which little is known
relies on a functional copy of a gene being introduced about the underlying biochemical processes, will
(as a recombinant DNA molecule) to compensate for provide new approaches to the treatment of the
the defective gene and hence restore its function. disease. It may even be possible one day to repair
Complementation has been used successfully across defective genes by introducing cloned DNA molecules
species, such that human genes (complntary into affected people.
DNAs) encoding vital control functions of the cell
cycle have been able to restore defects in mutant yeast I Kan YW, Dozy AM. Antenatal diagnosis of sickle cell anaemia by DNA
analysis of amniotic fluid cells. Lancet 1978;ii:910-2.
host cells. "
2 Woo SL, Lidskv AS, Guttler F, Chandra T, Robson JH. Cloned human

